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With H a Hilbert space, OH the generalized Cuntz algebra over H endowed with
the canonical action 4 of U(H), we consider a natural family S0 of product
representations of the zero grade part O0H , and the family S obtained from S
0 by
inducing to OH via the natural conditional expectation P: OH  O0H . Each element
of S0 (and hence of S) is labelled by a sequence of unit vectors in H. Let G be
a non-compact locally compact group, * its regular representation on H=L2(G),
and OH endowed with the action 4 b * of G; we prove that G is _-amenable iff there
are ireducible covariant representations in S.  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, G will be a topological locally compact group.
For some notations, look at the end of this introduction. By definition,
G is called amenable iff [Pi, G] there exists a left invariant state on the
C*-algebra CB(G) of all continuous bounded C-valued functions on G
or, equivalently, on the W*-algebra L(G) of all (equivalence classes of)
complex Haar measurable essentially bounded functions on the group. It is
well know that abelian, compact, or solvable locally compact groups are
amenable. On the contrary, every non-compact semisimple Lie group is not
amenable.
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G is amenable if and only if [Pi] there exists a net of unit vectors
, = [,i | i # I] in L2(G) which is asymptotically left-invariant, i.e.
limi &,i&*(g),i&2=0 for every g # G, where g [ *(g) is the left regular
representation of G on L2(G).
We recall briefly some elementary definitions and properties about
generalized Cuntz algebras. The reader may find in [CDPR] a more
general treatment of this matter. Let H be a Hilbert space. By a Hilbert
space in B(H) we mean a norm-closed subspace H of B(H) such that, for
every !, ’ # H, it holds ’*! # CI (here I is the identity of B(H)). Then H
becomes a (complex) Hilbert space defining an inner product via
!*’=(!, ’)H I. If [# | # # 1] is an orthonormal base for H, then [#] is
a family of isometries in B(H) whose range spaces form an orthogonal
decomposition of H. We assume that H is non-degenerate, that is, that its
left support 1H :=# # 1 ##* is equal to I, where the sum has to be under-
stood in the strong sense. There is a unique isomorphism i0, r from the
tensor product }r H onto H r=[H } } } H]C
norm
(H r times) which maps
!1  } } } !r into !1 } } } !r . Analogously, given r, s # N, there is a natural
identification ir, s between B(}r H, }s H) and the uw-closed subspace
(H r, H s) generated by all finite linear combinations of terms of the
form ;1 ;2 } } } ;s *#r *#r&1 } } } *#1 (where ;h , #k # 1 for each h=1, ..., s and
k=1, ..., r). ir, s is defined by ir, s (T) i0, r (!)=i0, s (T(!)) (T # B(}r H,
}s H), ! # }r H); in the sequel, ir means ir, r . The generalized Cuntz
algebra associated to H is the C*-subalgebra OH of B(H) generated by the
family [(H r, H s); r, s # N _ [0]] (where H 0=(H 0, H 0)=CI, (H 0, H r)=
H r). If the dimension d of H is finite, then OH is isomorphic to the Cuntz
algebra Od [Cu] and, if H is infinite-dimensional and separable, then OH
contains in a canonical way a copy of the unital C*-algebra O defined by
Cuntz [Cu].
OH is endowed with a canonical injective unital endomorphism _H such
that _H (x)!=!x (x # OH , ! # H). For each orthonormal base [# | # # 1]
for H, we have _H (x)=# # 1 #x#*, where the sum converges in the
strong topology. _H ((H r, H s))/(H r+1, H s+1); _H may be identified with
the shift to the right x # B(}r H, }s H) [ Ix # B(}r+1 H, }s+1 H).
If u # B(H) is unitary, then it is uniquely defined an automorphism 4u of
OH such that 4u !=u!, ! # H. It is then defined the continuous canonical
action 4 of U(H) on OH , where U(H) is equipped with the strong operator
topology and Aut(OH) with the pointwise uw-topology from B(H), whose
restriction to unitary multiples of the identity gives the action of S 1
z # S 1 [ 4zI # Aut(OH). OH has a natural Z-grading: if we define OkH=
[x # OH | 4zI (x)=zkx (z # S 1)], then OkH is equal to the norm closure of
r&k (H
r, H r+k) and we have (OhH)*=O
&h
H , O
h
HO
k
H/O
h+k
H , h, k # Z.
Furthermore, OH=k # Z O
k
H in the sense that [O
k
H ; k # Z] is a family of
linearly independent closed subspaces which generate OH as a C*-algebra.
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We write 40 for the restricted action g [ 4u | O0H of U(H) on O
0
H . Let
P: OH  O0H be the conditional expectation from OH onto O
0
H given by
integrating the canonical action of S1 on OH with respect to the normalized
Haar measure, that is, P(x) :=12? 2?0 4ei%I (x) d% (x # OH). Then we have
P b 4u=4u b P, (u # U(H)).
If H is an arbitrary Hilbert space, choosing another Hilbert space H
with infinite Hilbert dimension dim(H) not lower than dim(H), we can
identify H with a Hilbert space in B(H).
The C*-subalgebra of zero-grade O0H of OH , being the C*-inductive limit
of the finite tensor product }r B(H) of von Neumann algebras, has a
preferred family of representations: in fact, it is natural to look for
representations of O0H on an infinite Hilbert tensor product } i # N H,
defined as inductive limit when r   of the Hilbert space }r H with
respect to some reasonable inductive system of isometric linear maps
s=[sr+1r : }r H  }r+1 H | r=0, 1, 2, ...]; we call s ‘‘natural’’ if it agrees
with the identifications T # B(}r H) [ TI # B(}r+1 H), in the sense
that
sr+1r b T=(TI) b s
r+1
r (r=0, 1, ..., T # B (}
r H)). (0.0.1)
If such an s exists then, by (0.0.1), for each r=0, 1, 2, ..., there exists a
unique unit vector ,r+1 in H such that
sr+1r (!)=!,r+1 (! # }
r H) . (0.0.2)
On the other hand, s exists because it is straightforward to verify that the
map which to every element [,1 , ,2 , ...] in the family E of all sequences of
unital vectors in H associates s=[sr+1r ] (defined by (0.0.2)) is a bijection
between E and the family of all ‘‘natural’’ inductive systems s.
Let ,=[,1 , ,2 , ...] # E: the inductive limit of the spaces }r H with
respect to the inclusions sr+1r given by (0.0.2) is well known as the Hilbert
infinite tensor product of H with respect to ,; it is denoted by },i # N H.
Given an arbitrary sequence , of unit vectors in H, we will define the
product representation ?,0 of O
0
H on },i # N H by
?,0(ir (T1 } } } Tr)) :=T1 } } } Tr II } } }
(where r=1, 2,)..., T1 , ..., Tr # B(H)); then we will pass to the induced
product representation ?,, obtained by inducing ?,0 from O
0
H to OH via P
(see [Ri]). We write S0 for the family [?,0 | , # E] of (irreducible)
representations of O0H , and S for the family [?
, | , # E].
We recall that G is called _-amenable if it is amenable and _-compact, i.e.
countable union of compact subsets. Note that Lie groups or, more
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generally, 2nd countable locally compact groups are _-compact hence, for
such groups, amenability is equivalent to _-amenability. G is _-amenable if
and only if [Pi] there exists a sequence [,1 , ,2 , ...] of unital vectors vec-
tors in L2(G) which is asymptotically left-invariant.
We will identify H and L2(G), and call 4 b * the regular action of G on
OL2(G) ; when speaking of covariance of representations of OL2(G) , we will
refer to this action.
This paper is organized in four parts: in Section 1 we recall some techni-
cal facts about _-amenability. In Section 2 we show that G is _-amenable
if and only if there is a sequence , of unit vectors in L2(G) such that there
exists the infinite tensor power ** } } } of the left regular representation
* as a unitary strongly continuous representation of G on },i # N L
2(G).
In Section 3, using our previous results, we show that G is _-amenable
if and only if there exists a product representation ?,0 which can be made
covariant for the regular action of G on O0L2(G) through a unitary strongly
continuous representation of G.
In Section 4 we prove that a non-compact G is _-amenable if and only
if there exists an induced product representation ?, of OL2(G) which is
irreducible and can be made covariant for the regular action.
We give some definitions and notations. N, Z are respectively the natural
and the integer numbers. S1 is the group [z # C | |z|=1]. f | X is the
restriction of the function f to the set X. If V is a complex vector space and
E/V, [E]C is the linear span of E in V. If H, K are Hilbert spaces, we
denote by B(H, K) the Banach space of all bounded operators from H
into K, U(H) the group of all unitary elements of the C*-algebra
B(H) :=B(H, H), }r H the Hilbert tensor product of H with itself r times,
}0 H&C; in C*-algebras, I is the identity element. In B(H), we denote
by w, s, uw the weak, strong, ultra-weak operator topology respectively.
When writing ‘‘representation,’’ we mean always ‘‘*-representation’’ for
C*-algebras and ‘‘unitary representation’’ for groups; ‘‘homomorphism’’
between C*-algebras means ‘‘*-homomorphism.’’
If ? is a representation of a C*-algebra A on the Hilbert space H, for
every ! # H we write f?, ! for the positive form (?( } )!, !) on A; on B(H),
f!=( } !, !). ‘‘&’’ stands for unitary equivalence of representations.
2: G  [0, ) is the modular function of G. For p # [0, ], the spaces
Lp(G) are understood with respect to a fixed left invariant Haar integral.
For each a # G, the left translation by a is the map g # G [ ag # G.
Analogously, left translations for sets E/G and functions f defined on G
are given by Ea=[ag | g # E] and fa (g) := f (a&1g).
The left regular representation of G is the unitary representation of G on
L2(G) g # G [ *(g) # U(L2(G)) where, for each g # G,
*(g) := f # L2(G) [ fg # L2(G).
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An action of G on a C*-algebra A is a group homomorphism ; from G into
the group Aut(A) of all *-automorphisms of A. A covariant representation
of [A, ;] is a pair [?, u] where ? is a representation of A in a Hilbert
space H and u is a representation of G on H, such that u(g) : ? b ;g&1&?;
(g # G); we say also that u makes ? covariant.
1. AMENABILITY, _-COMPACTNESS AND _-AMENABILITY
Let B2(G) :=[ f # L2(G) | & f &2=1] and P2(G) :=[ f # B2(G) | f 0].
We recall the following well-known facts:
Theorem 1.0.1. The following are equivalent :
(0) G is amenable
(1) There exists a net [,i] in P2(G) such that, for each a # G,
limi &*(a) ,i&,i&2=0
(2) There exists a net [,i] in P2(G) such that, for each K/G com-
pact, limi supa # K &*(a) ,i&,i&2=0.
(1$) Same as in (1), but with B2(G) instead of P2(G)
(2$) Same as in (2), but with B2(G) instead of P2(G)
(3) There exists a net [,i] in B2(G) such that, for each a # G,
limi |(*(a) ,i , ,i )|=1.
Proof. See [Pi] and use &*(a) |!|&|!| &2=2(1&(*(a) |!| , |!| ))
2(1&|(*(a)!, !)| ), where ! is a unit vector in L2(G) and |!| is the function
absolute value g [ |!(g)|. K
Theorem 1.0.1 remains true under the replacement: ‘‘amenable’’ 
‘‘_-amenable’’ and ‘‘net’’  ‘‘sequence.’’
2. INFINITE TENSOR PRODUCTS OF THE
REGULAR REPRESENTATION
2.1. Some Facts on Infinite Products
Given an indexed family of complex numbers [zi | i # I], the infinite
product >i # I zi is understood as the limit (if it exist in C) of the net
J [ >i # J zi where J grows in the family F of all finite subsets of I, with
F directed by inclusion (we write JZI for this); if the limit exists, we say
that the infinite product >i # I zi converges. A sufficient condition for the
convergence of >i # I zi is (see [Gu])
:
i # I
|1&zi |<. (2.1.1)
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Moreover, (2.1.1) is necessary for >i # I zi to converge to a nonzero ele-
ment of C. If (2.1.1) is satisfied uniformly then we get uniform convergence,
more explicitly:
Proposition 2.1.2. Let X be a set, [ fi | i # I] an indexed family of
complex functions on X, [Mi | i # I] a family of nonnegative constants
with i # I Mi< and |1& fi |Mi on X (i # I); then, the function
F(x)=>i # I fi (x) is uniform limit on X of FJ (x)=>i # J fi (x) as JZI.
Proof. See Appendix 2. K
Let ,=[,1 , ,2 , ...] be a sequence of unit vectors in L2(G). For the
notion of infinite tensor product of operators T1 T2  } } } as an element
of B(},i # N L
2(G)) (Ti # B(L2(G))) we refer to [Gu] and to [vN]; we only
recall that it is not hard to define T1T2 } } } if Ti=I eventually, and
that otherwise T1T2  } } } is understood as the strong limit in
B(},i # N L
2(G)) (if existing) of the truncated product T1T2 } } } TN 
II } } } as N  . If this limit exists, we say that T1T2  } } }
converges with respect to , or converges in B(},i # N L
2(G)); whether this
happens or not depends generally on the asymptotic behavior of Ti
with respect to ,i . For example, if the Ti are unitary operators then a
sufficient condition for T1 T2 } } } to converge in B(},i # N L2(G)) is
(see [Gu])
:
i # N
|1&(Ti,i , ,i)|<.
Similarly, if !i (i # N) are unit vectors in L2(G), then the infinite tensor
product of vectors !1!2  } } } converges in },i # N L
2(G) iff (see [Gu])
the condition
:
i # N
|1&(!i , ,i)|<
is satisfied.
2.2. Infinite Tensor Powers of the Left Regular Rrepresentation
Theorem 2.2.1. G is _-amenable if and only if there is a sequence of unit
vectors ,=[,i | i # N] in L2(G) such that, for each g # G, the infinite tensor
product of operators
*,(g) := }
i # N
*(g)=*(g)*(g) } } }
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converges in B(},i # N L
2(G)). Moreover, if G is _-amenable, then the ,i
can be chosen so that g [ *,(g) is an s-continuous representation of G on
},i # N L
2(G).
Proof. ‘‘If ’’ part: Let be given in L2(G) a sequence of unit vectors
,=[,i | i # N] such that for each g # G there exists *,(g). If for each N # N
we put *N (g)=*(g) } } } *(g)I } } } (*(g)N times), then *N is a
unitary representation of G on },i # N L
2(G). According to the definition of
infinite tensor product of operators *,(g), for each g # G *N (g) converges
strongly to *,(g) as N  . Clearly, g [ *,(g) is a unitary representation
of G in },i # N L
2(G); in particular, for each g # G we have *,(g){0, thus
there exist sequences [!i | i # N] and [’i | i # N] in L2(G) such that
!i=’i=,i for all but finitely many i ’s and
0{\*,(g) \}i # N !i+ , }i # N ’i+= ‘i # N (*(g) !i , ’i).
This implies that i # N |1&(*(g) !i , ’i)|<, from which it follows
:
i # N
|1&(*(g) ,i , ,i)|< (g # G).
Thus, it holds (*(g) ,i , ,i)  1 as i   so, for each g # G &*(g) ,i&,i&2=
2(1&Re(*(g) ,i , ,i )) tends to zero as i  ; thus G is _-amenable, see
Section 1.
‘‘Only if ’’ and ‘‘moreover’’ parts: Let G be amenable and _-compact,
let H1 , H2 , ... be compact subsets of G such that Hk/int(Hk+1)
(k=1, 2, ...) and k # N Hk=G. Since G is amenable, for each i # N we can
choose a unit vector ,i # L2(G) such that
sup
g # Hi
&*(g) ,i&,i&2&i
(Theorem 1.0.1). From this, sup g # Hi |1&(*(g) ,i , ,i)|2
&i; this gives us
as a first result that, for each g # G, *,(g) :=*(g)*(g) } } } converges in
B(},i # N L
2(G)). The resulting map g [ *,(g) is a unitary representation
of G; it remains only to show that it is s-continuous. The w-continuity is
sufficient, so we have only to check that, if [!i | i # N] is a sequence in
L2(G) and !i=,i for all but finitely many i ’s, the complex function F
defined on G by F(g) :=(*,(g) } i # N !i , } i # N !i )=>i # N (*(g) !i , !i) is
continuous on G. It is sufficient to show that F is continuous on each K
compact subset of G. Fixed K, since the functions g [ (*(g) !i , !i) are
continuous on G, by Proposition 2.1.2 it is sufficient to find non-negative
constants Mi such that i # N Mi< and |1&(*(g) !i , !i)|Mi (i # N,
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g # K). Given N # N such that K/Hi and !i=,i for each i>N, an example
for such Mi is
Mi :={
max
g # K
|1&(*(g) !i , !i)| if iN
2&i if i>N. K
3. PRODUCT REPRESENTATIONS OF O0L2(G)
Definition. Let ,=[,i | i # N] be a sequence of unit vectors in L2(G);
for the meaning of the isometries ir : B(}r L2(G))  O0L2(G) , look in the
Introduction.
We define the product representation ?,0 of O
0
L2(G) in }
,
i # N L
2(G)
associated to , by ?,0 (ir (T1Tr))=T1 } } } TrII } } } (T1 , ..., Tr #
B(L2(G))). We remark that ?,0 is locally normal, that is, ?
,
0 b ir :
B(}r L2(G))  B(},i # N L
2(G)) is a normal (injective) homomorphism
between W*-algebras. Analogously, the pure product state |,0 on O
0
L2(G)
associated to , is given by |,0(ir (T1  } } } Tr))=>i=1, ..., r (Ti,i , ,i)
(T1 , ..., Tr # B(L2(G))).
It is direct to verify that, if 0, is the infinite tensor product of vectors
,1 ,2 } } } in },i # N L
2(G), then [},i # N L
2(G), ?,0 , 0
,] is a GNS triple
for |,0 . If u # U(H), |
,
0 b 4u&1=|
[u,1 , u,2 , ...]
0 , hence ?
,
0 b 4u&1 &?
[u,1 , u,2 , ...]
0 .
Given two arbitrary sequences of unit vectors !=[!1 , !2 , ...] and
’=[’1 , ’2 , ...], it holds that
?!0&?
’
0 if and only if :
i
(1&|(!i , ’i)| )<. (3.0.1)
This is a variant for our context of a result in [La, p. 395]; for the proof,
see Appendix 1.
Now, if we choose , such that
*,(g) := }
i # N
*(g) # B \ },i # N L
2(G)+
defines an s-continuous representation of G on },i # N L2(G), if we put
u(g) :=*,(g), then [?,0, u] is a covariant representation of [O
2
L2(G) , 4
0 b *]
on },i # N L2(G); this proves the following:
Theorem 3.0.2. If G is _-amenable, then there exists a sequence , of unit
vectors in L2(G) whose associated product representation ?,0 of O
0
L2(G) can be
made covariant for 40 b * through an s-continuous unitary representation
of G.
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The converse is also true:
Theorem 3.0.3. If there exists a covariant representation of
O0L2(G) , 4
0 b *] of the form [?,0 , u] for some sequence , of unit vectors in
L2(G), then G is _-amenable.
Proof. For each g # G, u(g) is a unitary equivalence between ?,0 b 4*(g&1)
and ?,0 , hence ?
,
0 &?
[*(g) ,1 , *(g) ,2 , ...]
0 ; thus i (1&|(,i , *(g) ,i))|< so
(Sect. 1) G is _-amenable. K
3.1. A Counterexample
With the notations of Theorem 3.0.3, the existence of , and of u does not
imply that the infinite product *, converges: we show here an example
using the group G=S 1. Let G=S 1 :=[z # C | |z|=1] with the arc length
measure. We define ,=[,i | i # N] for each i # N, where
,i (z) :=(2?)&12 zi.
We have then, for each g # G, *(g),i=g&i,i , from which
(*(g),i , ,i)=g&i;
thus, if g{1, *,(g) does not converge. On the other hand,
u(g) := }
i # N
gi*(g)
is well defined in B(},i # N L
2(G)), and [?,0 , u] is a covariant representa-
tion of [O0L2(G) , 4
0 b *] in },i # N L
2(G).
4. INDUCED PRODUCT REPRESENTATIONS OF OL2(G)
Definition. Given a sequence ,=[,i | i # N] of unit vectors in L2(G),
the induced product representation of OL2(G) associated to , is the representa-
tion [H,, ?,] of OL2(G) obtained by inducing (see [Ri]) the product
representation [},i # N L
2(G), ?,0] from O
0
L2(G) to OL2(G) via the conditional
expectation P: OL2(G)  O
0
L2(G) . Viewing in a natural way ?
,
0 as a sub-
representation of ?, | O0L2(G) , ?
, is a nondegenerate representation of OL2(G) ,
},i # N L
2(G) a closed ?,(O0L2(G))-invariant subspace of H
,, ?,0 the sub-
representation of ?, | O0L2(G) corresponding to }
,
i # N L
2(G), and
(?,(x)!, ?,(x$)!$)H,=(?
,
0(P(x$*x)) !, !$)},i # N L2(G)
(x, x$ # OL2(G) , !, !$ # }
,
i # N L
2(G)).
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Theorem 4.0.1. If G is _-amenable, then there exists a sequence
,=[,i | i # N] of unit vectors in L2(G) whose induced product representa-
tion ?, can be made covariant for the regular action of G on OL2(G) through
an s-continuous representation U.
Proof. Since G is _-amenable, by Theorem 3.0.2 there exists a covariant
representation [?,0 , u] of the regular action on O
0
L2(G) , with u s-continuous.
Since P b 4*(g)=4*(g) b P,
U(g)(?,(x)!)=?,(4*(g) (x))(u(g)!) \g # G, x # OL2(G) , ! # },i # N L
2(G)+
defines a unitary representation of G on H,, which makes ?, covariant.
Since u is s-continuous and ?,0 is locally normal, U is s-continuous. K
Definition 4.0.2. Since P b 4zI=P, the trivial representation of S1 on
},i # N L2(G), extends to a unitary s-continuous representation z [ V,(z)
of S1 on H, such that [?,, V,] is a covariant representation of [OL2(G) ,
z # S1 [ 4zI].
Since AzI and 4*(g) commute on OL2(G) , V
,(z) commutes with the U(g)
in the proof of Theorem 4.0.1.
Remark 4.0.3. Note that, given 9 # H,, we have 9 # },i # N L2(G) iff,
for every z # S1, V,(z)9=9.
4.1. Irreducible Induced Product Representations of OL2(G)
Now it is natural to ask whether we can reverse Theorem 4.0.1; more
explicitly, we ask whether _-amenability of G follows from the existence of
some sequence ,=[,k | k # N] of unit vectors in L2(G) whose induced
product representation ?, can be made covariant with respect to the
regular action 4 b * of G on OL2(G) by some unitary s-continuous represen-
tation U: G  U(H,). Note that, if U(g) commutes with V,(z), then
the space },i # N L2(G)/H, is U(g)-invariant; hence, if we put u(g) :=
U(g) | H,0 , then [}
,
i # N L
2(G), ?,0 , u] is a covariant representation of
[O0L2(G) , 4
0 b *] which, by Theorem 3.0.3, gives us the _-amenability of G.
However, in general U(g) and V,(z) will not commute: see Section 4.2.
We look at the family of all irreducible induced product representations.
By adding to the hypothesis of Theorem 4.0.1 the additional information
that G is non-compact, we will gain that the representation ?, can be
chosen to be irreducible, see Theorem 4.1.6 below. Finally we show that
Theorem 4.1.6 can be reversed (Theorem 4.1.7). We use some ideas found
in [La].
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For every sequence , of unit vectors in L2(G), let us define
H,k :=?
,(OkL2(G))0
,/H, (k # Z),
and for every k # Z let Pk be the orthogonal projection of H, onto H,k .
[H,k | k # Z] is an orthogonal decomposition of H
,, and H,0=
?,(O0L2(G))0
,=},i # N L
2(G). Note that
?,(x) H,k/H
,
h+k (h, k # Z, x # O
h
L2(G)). (4.1.1)
In particular, for each k, H,k is a ?
,(O0L2(G))-invariant closed subspace of
H,, and we call ?,k the corresponding subrepresentation of ?
,.
The subspaces H,k give the spectral decomposition of V
,(z): if  # H,,
then  # H,k iff, \z # S
1, V,(z)=zk.
Now, with  # H, suppose that, \z # S1, V,(z) # C: then  # H,k for
some k # Z; in fact, if {0, z [ V,(z) | C defines a continuous irreducible
unitary representation of S 1, thus there is k # Z s.t. \z, V,(z) | C=zkI.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let U be a unitary s-continuous representation of G on H,
such that [H,, ?,, U] is a covariant representation of [OL2(G) , 4 b *]. If ?
,
is irreducible, then there exists a continuous group homomorphism
g # G [ k(g) # Z such that, for every g # G, h # Z,
U(g)H,h=H
,
h+k(g) . (1)
Proof. Since 4*(g) and 4zI commute on OL2(G) for every g # G and z # S
1,
for each  in H,0 we have f?,, V,(z) U(g)=f?,, U(g) on OL2(G) . Since ?
, is
irreducible, it follows V,(z) U(g) # CU(g) hence, for each g # G, {0
in H,0 there exists exactly one k(g, ) # Z such that U(g) # H
,
k(g, ) .
k(g, ) does not depend on the choice of  # H,0, so we shortly write k(g).
Property (1) is a direct consequence of the definition of k [ k(g) above;
using (1), the reader can directly check that g [ k(g) is a group homo-
morphism and that it is continuous. K
Now we look more closely at the representations ?,k ; let us fix arbitrary
unit vectors [,k | k # [0,&1,&2, ...]].
Let us consider the injective unital endomorphism _, of B(H,) given,
for each orthonormal base [# | # # 1] for L2(G), by
_,(T) :=s& :
# # 1
?,(#) T?,(#)* (T # B(H,)).
Note that [?,(#)] is a family of isometries in B(H,) having their ranges
pairwise orthogonal, and that
s&:
#
?,(#) ?,(#)*=I.
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It holds that _,(Ph)=Ph+1. In fact, by (4.1.1), we have Ph+1 ?,(#)Pk=
$kh Ph+1?,(#)Ph , thus ?,(#)Ph=Ph+1?,(#)Ph=k Ph+1?,(#)Pk=
Ph+1?,(#) k Pk=Ph+1?,(#), whence _,(Ph)=# ?,(#) Ph?,(#)*=
# Ph+1 ?,(#) ?,(#)*=Ph+1. Now, we define the vectors in H,k
?,(,1&k } } } ,&1,0)0, if k>0
0,k :={0, if k=0.?,(,*&k } } } ,1*)0, if k<0
Note that &0,k&=1. It is easy to see that
H,k=?
,(O0L2(G))0
,
k (k # Z).
Moreover, introducing the shifted sequences
,k=[,1&k , ,2&k , ...] (k # Z)
it is straightforward to verify that f?k, , 0k,=|
,k
0 on O
0
L2(G) (k # Z); hence
?,k &?
,k
0 . Thus ?
,
k is irreducible for every k # Z.
Proposition 4.1.3. If , is a sequence of unit vectors in L2(G) with the
property
:
i # N
(1&|(,i , ,i+p)| )= (p>0) (4.1.4)
then ?, is an irreducible representation of OL2(G) .
Proof. By (3.0.1), the representations [?,k | k # Z] are pairwise
inequivalent. Fix T # ?,(OL2(G))$. Since in particular T # ?
,(O0L2(G))$, and
since the projections Pk are also in ?,(O0L2(G))$, it follows that for every h,
k # Z the operator PhT | H,k intertwines the irreducible representations ?
,
k
and ?,h ; if h{k, ?
,
k and ?
,
h are irreducible and inequivalent, hence
PhTPk=0. On the other hand, putting h=k and using the irreducibility of
?,k we get PkTPk=*kPk for complex numbers *k , k # Z. Now, using the
fact that T commutes with the whole of ?,(OL2(G)), we get _
,(T)=T,
whence _,(PkTPk)=Pk+1 TPk+1 and so *k=*k+1 because Pk{0. Thus,
T must be a multiple of the identity. K
Lemma 4.1.5. If G is non-compact, given a sequence K1 , K2 , ... of com-
pact subsets of G, there exists a sequence g1 , g2 , ... in G such that K1 g1 ,
K2 g2 , ... are pairwise disjoint.
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Proof. Given an arbitrary g1 in G, choose g2 # G such that
g2  K&12 K1 g1 ; clearly K1 g1 and K2 g2 are disjoint. If K1 g1 , ..., Kn gn are
pairwise disjoint, given gn+1 # G with gn+1  K&1n+1(K1 g1 _ } } } _ Kn gn), we
have K1 g1 , ..., Kn+1 gn+1 pairwise disjoint. K
Now we modify Theorem 4.0.1.
Theorem 4.1.6. Let G be non-compact. If G is _-amenable, then there
exists a sequence ,=[,i | i # N] of unit vectors in L2(G) whose induced
product representation ?, is irreducible and can be made covariant for the
regular action of G on OL2(G) with an s-continuous unitary representation U
of G on H,.
Proof. (1) For every g # G, let \(g) be the unitary right translation on
L2(G) defined by \(g)()( } )=212(g) ( } g&1) ( # L2(G)); for every g, h
in G, \(g) commutes with *(h).
(2) The unit vectors in the sequence ,=[,i # L2(G) | i # N] in the
‘‘only if ’’ and ‘‘moreover’’ part of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 may be chosen
to be pairwise orthogonal. In fact note first that, for arbitrary elements g1 ,
g2 , ... of G, if
,i$=\(gi),i ,
then (,i , *(g),i)=(,i$, *(g),i$); on the other hand, we can take the ,i with
compact support ([Pi] 15.4). Thus, with suitable gi , we may reduce the ,i$
to have pairwise disjoint supports, and hence to be pairwise orthogonal.
(3) Since the ,i are pairwise orthogonal, we have i # N (1&
|(,i , ,i+p)| )= (p>0); hence, by Proposition 4.1.3, the induced product
representation ?, is irreducible. K
Now we are ready to state the promised result.
Theorem 4.1.7. If there exists a sequence ,=[,i | i # N] of unit vectors
in L2(G) giving rise to an irreducible covariant representation for the regular
action of G on OL2(G) of the form [?
,, U] with U s-continuous, then G is
_-amenable.
Proof. It is made in two steps. Fix arbitrary unit vectors [,0 , ,&1, ...].
First we show that it holds that
:

i=1
(1&|(*(g) ,i , ,i&k(g)| )< (g # G), (4.1.8)
where k: G  [Z,+] is (see Lemma 4.1.2) the continuous group homo-
morphism defined by U(g)H,0=H
,
k(g) (g # G). Then we prove that (4.1.8),
a priori weaker than _-amenability, is sufficient.
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The covariance relation U(g) ?,( } ) U(g)*=?,(4*(g)( } )) restricted to
H,0 may be understood as a unitary equivalence between ?
,
0 b 4*(g&1)
and ?,k(g) . On the other hand, ?
,
0 b 4*(g&1)&?
[*(g),1 , *(g),2 , ...]
0 , and
?,k(g) &?
[,1&k( g) , ,2&k(g) , ...]
0 ; we have then ?
[,1&k(g) , ,2&k(g) , ...]
0 &?
[*(g),1 , *(g),2 , ...]
0 .
Hence, using the result 3.0.1 we obtain (4.1.8); note that we can pass
from ,i to |,i | retaining (4.1.8), so we can suppose ,i0. Now we show
the _-amenability. By Section 1, it is sufficient to find a sequence
8=[81 , 82 , ...] of unit vectors in L2(G) which is asymptotically invariant,
that is, such that for every g # G, &*(g)8N&8N&  0 as N  . From
(4.1.8) we know that &*(g),i&,i&k(g)&  0 as i  , so we average over
the ,i’s to eliminate k(g) : let 8N :=CN (,N+1+ } } } +,2N), where
CN :=&,N+1+ } } } +,2N&&1=\N+2 :
i< j
i, j=N+1, ..., 2N
(,i , ,j)+
&12
.
Note that, since (,i , ,j)0, we have CNN&12. Given g # G and =>0,
since 1&(*(g),i , ,i&k(g))= 12&*(g),i&,i&k(g)&
2, there exists N0>|k(g)|
such that
:
iN0
&*(g),i&,i&k(g)&2<=.
If NN0 , we have
&*(g)8N&8N&
=CN &*(g),N+1+ } } } +*(g),2N&,N+1& } } } &,2N&
=CN &*(g),N+1&,N+1&k(g)+ } } } +*(g),2N&,2N&k(g)
+,N+1&k(g)+ } } } +,2N&k(g)&,N+1& } } } &,2N&
CN &*(g),N+1&,N+1&k(g)+ } } } +*(g),2N&,2N&k(g)&
+CN &,N+1&k(g)+ } } } +,2N&k(g)&,N+1& } } } &,2N&
but, since 2Ni=N+1( } )N
12 (2Ni=N+1( } )
2)12,
CN &*(g),N+1&,N+1&k(g)+ } } } +*(g),2N&,2N&k(g)&
CN } :
2N
i=N+1
&*(g),i&,i&k(g)&
CN } N12 } \ :
2N
i=N+1
&*(g),i&,i&k(g)&2+
12
=12.
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Moreover, erasing N&|k(g)| pairs of opposite terms we get, if for example
k(g)<0,
CN &,N+1&k(g)+ } } } +,2N&k(g)&,N+1& } } } &,2N&
=CN &,2N+1+ } } } +,2N&k(g)&,N+1& } } } &,N&k(g)&
2 |k(g)|
N 12
;
Clearly the case where k(g)>0 may be treated similarly. Thus, if NN0 ,
then &*(g)8N&8N&<=12+(2 |k(g)| )N12. This shows that, for each
g # G, &*(g)8N&8N&  0 as N  . K
4.2. Another Counterexample
With the notations of Theorem 4.1.7 we show here that, in general,
k(g)  0 and hence U(g) does not commute with V,(z). Let G=Z and let
,=[,1 , ,2 , ...], where ,i # L2(G)=l 2(Z) are given by ,i (n)=1 if i=n,
0 otherwise (n, i # Z).
By Proposition 4.1.3, ?, is irreducible. Since *(h),i=,i+h , we look for
a U(g) with k(g)=&g. For h # Z, we put
U(h) ?,(x)0,0 :=?
,(4*(h) x)0,&h (x # OL2(G)).
Since
(?,(x)0,0, 0
,
0)=(?
,(4*(h) x)0,&h , 0
,
&h), (x # OL2(G))
U(h) is well defined and extends to a unitary operator on H,. Clearly,
U(h) : ?, b 4*(&h) &?,. Finally, since U(h)0,&n=0
,
&n&h , it is direct to
verify that U is a group homomorphism from Z into U(H,).
APPENDIX 1
Lemma. If ,, ,$ are sequences of unit vectors in L2(G), then
?,0 &?
,$
0 if and only if :
i # N
(1&|(,i , ,i$)| )<
Proof. ‘‘If ’’: Taken unit scalars :i such that (,i , :i ,i$)=|(,i , ,i$)| ,
8$=:1 ,$1 :2 ,$2  } } } converges in },i # N L
2(G). Thus |[:1,$1 , :2,$2 , ...]0 =
|[,$1 , ,$2 , ...]0 is equal to f?,, 8$ ; hence ?
,&?,$.
‘‘Only if ’’: For every N # N, put HN=}N L2(G) and KN=
}[,N+1, ...]i # [N+1, N+2, ...] L
2(G). With the continuous bilinear map N from
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HN_KN into },i # N L
2(G) which maps the pair [!1  } } } !N , ’N+1
’N+2 } } } ] into !1 } } } !N’N+1 ’N+2 } } } (!i , ’i # L2(G) and
’i=,i eventually), },i # N L
2(G) becomes a version of the Hilbert tensor
product HNKN . Since ?,0 &?
,$
0 , there exists a unit vector 8$ #
},i # N L
2(G) such that
|,$0 (x)=(?
,
0(x)8$, 8$) (x # O
0
L2(G)).
Let us introduce the closed subspaces of },i # N L2(G)
H,, N :=[ 
N
,N+1,N+2 } } } |  # HN]
and let P,, N # B(},i # N L2(G)) be the corresponding orthogonal projection.
Let us define 8$N # },i # N L
2(G), 8$N # HN by
8$N :=P,, N8$, 8$N=: 8$N 
N
,N+1 ,N+2 } } } .
If xN :=,$1 } } } ,$N,N$* } } } ,1$* # O0H , then ?
,
0(xN) is t,$1 } } } ,$N 
N IKN , where
t,$1 } } } ,$N is the one-dimensional projection associated to the vector
,$1  } } } ,$N , whence
f?0, , 8$N (xN)=(t,$1 } } } ,$N 
N
IKN 8$
N, 8$N)=|(8$N , ,$1  } } } ,$N)| 2.
Now, 8$N  8$ in the norm topology; thus f?0, , 8$N  f?0, , 8$=|
,$
0
uniformly. Since |,$0 (xN)=1, we have f?0, , 8$N (xN)  1; hence
|(8$N , ,$1 } } } ,$N)| 2  1. Since &8$N&  1, there exist unit complex
numbers :i such that &:1 ,$1  } } } :N,$N&8$N&  0; hence &:1 } } } :N ,$1
} } } ,$NN ,N+1 ,N+2  } } } &8$N&  0. Thus, :1 } } } :N,$1 } } } 
,$N,N+1,N+2 } } }  8$; this means that the infinite tensor product
of vectors (:1,$1) (:2 ,$2) } } } converges in },i # N L
2(G), so (see Sec-
tion 2.1) i |1&:i (,i$ ,,i)|<, whence
:
i
|1&|(,i$ , ,i)| |<.
APPENDIX 2
Proposition. Let X be a set, [ fi | i # I] an indexed family of complex
functions on X, and [Mi | i # I] a family of nonnegative constants with
i # I Mi< and |1& fi |Mi on X (i # I); then, the function F(x)=
>i # I fi (x) is uniform limit on X of FJ (x)=>i # J fi (x) as JZI.
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Proof. Putting 1=>i # I (1+Mi) # [1, ), for each J/I finite, it
holds on X that |FJ |=>i # J | fi |>i # J (1+Mi)1. Given =>0, let
J0/I be finite and such that i # I"J0 Mi<=, and let us fix a finite J with
J0/J/I. Consider an arbitrary finite J $ with J/J $/I; if [i1 , i2 , ..., in]
is a listing of the elements of J $"J, we have on X
|FJ&FJ $ |=|FJ | |1&F(J $"J) |1 |1&F(J $"J)|1 |1& fi1 fi2 } } } fin |
=1 |1& fi1+ fi1& fi1 fi2+ fi1 fi2& fi1 fi2 fi3+ } } }
+ fi1 fi2 } } } fin&1& fi1 fi2 } } } fin |
1( |1& fi1 |+| fi1 | |1& fi2 |+| fi1 fi2 | |1& fi3 |+ } } }
+| fi1 fi2 } } } fin&1 | |1& fin| )
12 ( |1& fi1 |+|1& fi2 |+|1& fi3 |+ } } } +|1& fin | )1
2=. K
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